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ASG Candidates Elect
to Run for Office
Elections for Associated
Student Government executive
offices will be held on Thurs
day, April 10.

Ministerial Fellowship President Alan Nelson meets with club officers to plan
for spring activities.

Organization Combats Spiritual
Apathy On Campus
By Cindy Dalpe
Ministerial Students! Did you
know that there is a club on
campus formed especially fur
you? It’s called Ministerial
Fellowship and meets every
Monday at 9:30 a.m. Ful
filling their slogan of 'Fellow
ship through Ministry* has
resulted in the club being
involved in over 100 activities,
according to Alan Nelson, Gub
president.
Ministering to Olivet stu
dents and the local community
is the chief goal of the 100member organization. This
year, this was accomplished
through nightly radio devotionals on WKOC, campus
prayer breakfasts with evange
lists Rev. C. William Fisher and
Rev. Charles Shaver, a special
Ministerial Fellowship Chapel
in March, a Professor Apprecia
tion Day sponsored by the club,
and a Practical Service Mini
stry where members sign up
to assist local churches through
preaching, singing, or teach
ing.
Last semester, one of the

^

highlights for the club was a more ministerial students to
trip to Kansas City, where 30 become involved in Ministerial
members had an opportunity Fellowship. He strongly be
to tour the Nazarene publishing lieves that their ministry begins
house, Nazarene Theological now, in college, and that they
Seminary, and Mid-America should take every opportunity
Nazarene College.
to gain practical experience.
The main emphasis this 'Learning in the head is useless
spring for Ministerial Fellow unless you apply it,* he said.
ship is to combat religious He feels that pastors may be
apathy on campus. The club ineffective because they lack
hopes to talk with dorm quality college experience.
chaplains regarding floor devo
Olivet students who are
tions. Alan would like to see serious about their future mini
more of a sharing time in devo stry should take advantage of
tions, where students could what Ministerial Fellowship
give testimonies and share offers. Whether it be listening
prayer requests and praises. to special seminars or mini
He stressed that it is important stering to students and the
to 'lift up each other and each community, the result will be
other’s faith.'
better preparation for a pas
Ministerial Fellowship is also torate. 'I f you want to become
planning to use the new Kelley involved, there’s plenty to d o ,'
Prayer Chapel this spring. said Alan.
Tentatively, a praise gathering
The 1979-80 officers for Mini
for all students would be held sterial „Fellowship are Alan
on Thursday nights for about Nelson, President; Mari: Mont
15-30 minutes for a time of gomery, Vice-President; Lane
devotionals,
singing,
and McPherson, Treasurer; Denise
testimonies.
Truesdale, Secretary; Irene
. Alan wants to encourage Skea, Publicity Chairman.

All candidates will speak in
chapel during election week,
April 8-10. They also will be
available for questioning at
'M eet the Candidates' on
Those on the ballot are April 9 at 8:30 pm in Ludwig
Deanna Banks, Mark Good- cafeteria.
kind and John Hay for Presi
All of the candidate’s plat
dent; Max McComb, Connie forms will be published in the
election
Simpkins, Lois Stanard and GLIMMERGLASS
Jerry Wolf for Vice President issue which will be distributed
in charge of Spiritual Life; April 9.
Penny Reno for Vice President
Elections for class offices
in charge of Social Affairs; Russ will be May 6. Those interested
Leigh and Ken Roth for Trea in running for social committee,
surer; Candy Calas for Secre student council, or a class exe
tary; Ken Carpenter and Chuck cutive office must turn in a
Williams for newspaper editor; petition with 100 valid names
and Polly Sheppard and Gloria by May 1. Contact the ASG
Wickham for yearbook editor.
office for details.

Students Encouraged to
Exhibit Talent
Now that spring is here, it is _year’s contest are instrumental,
again time for The Annual comedy, female vocalist, male
Talent Contest, sponsored by vocalist, ensemble, and special.
the Social Committee. The date "So, get your act together, and
originally set for this contest stay tuned for further infor
was March 27, but due to mid mation," added Diane.
terms, and to ensure more
participation of both contes
Acts performed in the past
tants and observers, it has been have included Curtis "Hampostponed until after spring bone"
Williams,
Randal]
break.
Drake and Doofy the Duck,
"We hope everybody will Alan Nelson and Dennis,
feel free to compete in order Benji Birchfield, and Terry
to make this year’s Annual Hodge. Some of the past
Talent Contest the best ever,' prizes have included cassette
said Diane Gamble, Vice- recorders, radios, shirts, and
President of Social Affairs. The other gifts donated by the local
tentative categories for this businesses.

Campus Improvements Investigated
By Karen De Sollar
An important extension of
the student council is the Stu
dent Life Committee. Seven
student council members make
up the committee which re
searches matters of student life
and then reports results to stu
dent council.
According to
Renee Michel, committe chair- person, their primary purpose

is to 'to investigate lines of im
provement at ONC'.
Last year, the Student Life
Committee was responsible for
the new sidewalks by Williams
Hall, and between Hills Hall
and Reed Hall of Science.
Some of the projects they are
currently investigating include:
better laundry facilities on campus, the McCain parking sit'

Sprlng brings baseball fever to Olivet. See pages 9-12
for full sports coverage.

uation, more amusements and
better music in Ludwig Center,
left-handed desks, street lights
on Olivet Street, extended
hours for the bookstore and
post office, either two lines or
longer hours at the cashier’s
window in Miller, installing
bookshelves outside the cafe
teria, storage for bicycles in
the winter, and adding more
sloping curbs for the handi
capped.
The committee is now working
with the city of Bourbonnais to
install a crosswalk by Goodwin.
Students are urged to submit
suggestions or comments to any
member of the committee about
student life matters on campus.

Rev. Chic Shaver and Gene Braun minister to the
ONC community during last week’s revival.

The members of the commit-,
tee are Renee Michel, Ed
Drake, Tim Wiens, John Hay,
Barb Cain, Jennifer G ark, and Revival spirit continues as students like these
John Duncan.
Chapman Hall residents join in floor devotions.
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Mandatory Chapel
We Are Worthwhile
Program Evaluated

Devotional Insigh'

'F or as (a person) thinketh in his heart, so is he (Pro. 23:7
KJV ).' People who think they can succeed probably will.
That’s exciting l But the other side of that coin is the trouble
spot. People who think they can’t probably won’t. Call it what
you will, but the self-fulfilling prophecy is often true.
The single most important thing in our belief system is what
we believe about ourselves for it reflects what we believe about
God. Putting ourselves down is a favorite pastime and a way of
life for many but is also an essential vote of nonconfidence in
God.
Ethel Waters was able to see this truth when she said, 'God
don’t mfllcp no ju n k .' Another time she said,'God don’t spon
sor no flops.' In my words, this means I am worthwhile and can
succeed because God is who He is.
I have come to believe the most universal problem facing all
kinds of people is the problem of feeling inferior. When we
compare ourselves with others we usually compare our weak
nesses with their strengths and we come up believing we are
second rate. We see others who are more attractive, stronger,
more talented and we feel left out. Others are more popular,
richer or more successful and we feel inadequate, put down.
Believing our self worth comes from what we look like, cando, or have is ultimately self-defeating and futile. We become
enslaved on a treadmill of competition.
Real self worth comes from being 'fearfully and wonder
fully made'(Ps. 139:14 NIV) in the image of God. You are
worthwhile, not inferior. God loves you and me, that means we
are worth loving. We are worthwhile - that’s exciting. I can’t
earn it, I can only accept it by faith. Would you make your mot
to, 'God has made me as good as anyone but better than no
one.'? Would you write that on a card and stick it up on your
m irror and repeat it at least once a day until you really believe
it?
Father, help us accept and love ourself because you do. Help
us to walk with self-respect and confidence through this day and
everyday.
By Dr. Lowell Flint

Campus N ew s B riefs
□PLAN AHEAD! Tell your
parents about Parent Weekend,
April 25-27, which includes
Orpheus Spring Concert, the
Spring Play, and a Sunday
Brunch with Dr. Parrott. Tic
kets for all events available
after vacation. Sponsored by
WRA/MRA.
—
jl
□THE CAREER CENTER has
many job opportunities for May
grads coming into the office.
Seniors should come in and
check the listings regularly.
The Career center also would
like to have a copy of each
senior’s resume for the Resume
Book. This resume service is
provided to interested em
ployers—we don’t want any
seniors to be overlooked! By

this time all May grads should
have a Credential File in
progress. If you don’t—make
an appointment today with the
Career Center, Burke, 031 or
phone 5243.
□ SPRING BREAK begins
tomorrow after classes, and
classes resume at 4PM on
Monday, April 7. Have a good
time!
□SPRING PLAY: 'You’re A
Good Man, Charlie Brown!*
will be presented on April 25-26
in Reed Auditorium. Tickets
will go on sale in Ludwig
after Spring Break: $2.50 for
reserved seats. Be sure to
plan ahead!

...
Singer/writer Pete Carlson in concert April. 11.

By David B. Cranton
A regular, required chapel
program has great signigicance. When a school loses
it’s Christian orientation, the
decline of interest in and em
phasis on the established cam
pus worship is the most visible
indication of secularization.
At Olivet, the vast majority of
students yearn to worship God,
desire to unite together as a
body of believers, .and to ex
press their faith en masse.
The idea of chapel is generally
congruent with what each be
lieves in his personal life. So
why do many trudge to morning
chapel with resignation, rather
than expectation? When we are
apathetic toward chapel, is
the fault within us, or within
ONC chapel itself?
Required chapel attendance
makes sense only when the
experience is essential and
Biblical. In colleges that are
moving away from a decidedly
Christian flavor, students com
plain that chapel programs lack
meaning. This is a serious
complaint to voice. The quality
of campus worship is the focal
point of a Christian college’s
distinct spiritual emphasis.
How does our chapel fare when
carefully evaluated?
More prayer and meditation
is directed by Dean Lee and Dr.
Parrott toward chapel than to
ward any other aspect of our
campus. To maintain a high,
quality of worship, a lot of time,
money and commitment is
given to Olivet’s chapel pro
gram.
The administrative person
responsible for most of the cha
pel activities, and the difficult
assignm ent of selecting speak
ers is Dean Lee. The criteria
for selection is varied. Some
times a particular message
thought to be especially needed

by students is sought; a strong
foundation of basic truths (i.e.,
missions, the Holy Spirit, great
Bible passages, etc.) is con
sidered necessary; and the
need to remember holiness
roots and honor men of stature
in the Church of the Nazarene is
a third factor in speaker selec
tion. Speakers are unofficially
evaluated by chapel admini
stration after their visit, and it
is encouraging to know that not
every message heard this sem
ester has met with unguarded
administrative approval.
Dean Lee believes that for
the most part, students are
'very happy' with our present
chapel programming, and that
almost all will look back in joy
at ONC chapel services as the
highlight of college years.
According to Dean Lee, the
prime function of chapel is to
take us to the house of God
for 40 minutes of group wor
ship. The thoughts of busy
young Christians are turned
toward the Creator, personal
commitment and
spiritual
evaluation refresh the child of
God, and we can (hopefully)
leave saying, 'I t ’s been good
to be in fire house of the Lord!'
As college chapel involves
more of the student body than
any other event, it follows that
the college should make chapel
the even of highest quality
in their programming. The
changing needs of students
have to be considered, a vital
message of practical faith must
be proclaimed from Chalfant’s
pulpit, speakers in tune with
college youth need to be sought
out, and the broad resources of
the Christian faith used to full
potential. As an experience
such as Olivet chapel is con
tinually evaluated and im
proved, it is able to command
both our respect and support.

Junior Class Sponsors
Pete Carlson Concert
Just after Spring Break, the
Junior class is sponsoring Pete
Carlson, Christian singer/writer
in concert at Chalfant on Fri
day, April 11 at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets will be sold in advance
for $1.50 and at the door for
$2.00
Pete Carlson’s progress as
a musician/communicator has
been a unique blending of
talent and an intense desire to
share his faith in Jesus Christ
through the medium of music.
Aside from his performing
in several musical groups dur
ing his college days at Taylor
University, Pete traveled ex
tensively with a Youth for
Christ musical group in 1970
through out seven countries.
Following graduation, Pete
was guitarist and vocalist with
a five-piece band from Phila
delphia and was involved in
the production of a Christian
variety television show.

After moving back to his
home state of Indiana, Pete
directed his efforts toward a
full time concert work and his
sensitive and pointed musical
comments have left a definite
mark upon all who hear him. He
has appeared frequently on the
700 C ub and various radio
and television programs across
the country. In 1978, Pete,
along with three other writers,
wrote the musical 'Follow M e,'
which keys in on the topic of
discipleship. Pete has also
worked in cooperation with the
Billy Graham Association and
in many of the associates’
crusades.
Whether it be on guitar or
piano, Pete has an uncanny
sense of getting your attention
and keeping your mind directed
toward one Person. He writes
the majority of his music and
each song is a personal expres
sion of one who’s growing and
learning.
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By Mark Gilroy and Jennifer
Clark
Margo L. Cooper, of Muncie,
Indiana, and Thomas W. H ut
son, of Portland, Indiana, be
came engaged on the 5th of
February, 1980. No date is set
for the wedding. Margo and
Tom are both education majors,
Margo in special ed. and Tom
in secondary ed. They will grad
uate in 1983.
Carol Goon of Potomac, Illinois
and M ike Lucas of Brazil,
Indiana will be married
June 28,1980 at First Church of
the Nazarene, Danville, Illinois.
Mike is a graduate of the class
of 1979 and Carol will graduate
in 1981. They became engaged
last May and Mike was so
excited about giving Carol her
ring that when he took her out
to supper for the big moment,
he forgot to bring any money to
pay for supper, so Carol got
stuck with the bill.
Sarah Walker of Moro, Illinois,
and Douglas Wright, of East
Alton, Illinois, announce their
engagement to be married
October 11,1980 at the Roxana
Church of the Nazarene. Sarah
will graduate in May. Doug
asked Sarah’s father if he could
marry her on April Fool’s Day.
Mr. Walker thought Doug was
joking and laughed at him,
counting it off as a joke. Since
then, things have'taken on a
more serious note.
NOTE: Please continue to send
your engagement announce
ments to Bax 28. This column
is featured in every issue.

■
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TV Room Bullies Battle
For Prime Time Viewing
By Donna Ford
The TV rooms on Olivet’s
campus are good places to go
for a study break. There is at
least one room available to all
on-campus students. However,
TV Bullies rule in many, and
they drive other people out.

Olivet’s Lounges:
The Pits of Passion
By Mark Gilroy '
The practice of displaying af
After combing my hair and
taking the final Certs breath fection publically has become a
test, I headed out the door to real problem in many lounges
wards my girlfriend’s dorm and at Olivet.Many feel they are in
upon arriving, went to the truding into someone’s private
phone to let her know I was domain, when they’re actually
in the only public area where
there.
Immediately I found it ex co-eds can meet in a dorm.
pedient to dial by the braille
Not all couples create this
method; that is closing my eyes problem. And this is not an inand counting the holes by - dictiment against expressing le
touch. This was to avoid inter- gitimate degrees of affection.
upting the couple sitting two But displaying affection needs
feet in front of me on the desk to be handled with a lot of com
discussing passionately energy mon sense and restraint, es
saving ways to keep warm. pecially in public.
Luckily I got the right num
Whenever we do anything
ber and turned from the desk to where others are present, we
find some less intimate space to have allowed our actions to be
set my gaze on. I went to the come common knowledge. It’s
window and looked outside. not unusual for couples or indi
But for many it was the eve viduals to quickly develop a re
ning’s final embrace and not putation for their passionate
wanting to gawk, I moved on. lounge activities.
Then I made a major mistake.
If they act like that in front of
I went to the main part of the everybody, what are they like
lounge where the couches and when they’re alone?
chairs are located. Before me
were a number of couples in
We all need to learn selfvarious stages and positions of control, especially when other:
affection.
are present. Rules won’t to
I finally decided to look at my tally solve the situation. Indi
shoes.
vidual discipline will.

Editor’s Note: This page was
Production* class.

ting when the television is
reserved.
If everyone in the TV room
would abide by these policies
and demand their enforce
ment, Olivet could rid itself of a
great plague; TV Room Bullies.

T.V. Bullies have a strategy.
They form into groups and us
ually stop by the TV room about
7 p.m. to check out the night’s
programs. If they don’t like
what is on, they do two things.
They tell the viewers about a
really neat program on the oth
er channel and try to get them
to switch. When that doesn’t
work, they try the second tactic,
reserving the TV for 8 p.m.
At 8:05 p.m. the bullies re
turn to announce that the tele
vision was reserved for 8 p.m.
Without waiting for opposition
they turn the channel. Instead
of arguing with them for inter
rupting, the overpowered view
ers walk away grumbling s
Unfortunately, T.V. Bullies

Red Room Open on Sundays
By Karen De Sollar
Why is it necessary to have
the Red Room open on Sunday
evenings? According to Saga,
it’s for the convenience of the
students who want something
to eat. If they don’t get it here,
Saga reasons, they will go
somewhere else. The college
administration evidently sup
ports this view since the Red
Room is allowed to open. What
ever happened to keeping the
Sabbath day holy?
There has always been con
troversy about what can be
done on the Sabbath. Even
Christ contradicted the law
when he and his disciples pick
ed grain to eat, and he healed
the man with the withered hand
on the Sabbath day. (Mark 2).
The Pharisees accused him of
working on the Lord’s day.
Christ rebuked them by saying,

'The sabbath was made for the manual or the Olivet Red
man, not man for the sabbath: Room’s "Open on Sunday' po
so the Son of man is lord even licy?
of the sabbath." (Mark 2:2728)
Paragraph 25, section 1, part
2 of the Church of the Nazarene
Manual says that there shall be
no 'profaning of the Lord’s day
either by unnecessary labor or
business." As a Nazarene affi
liated college, which is obligat By Jim Bronson
ed to abide by the manual,
Every student faces the task
keeping Sunday holy is a matter of studying for tests, writing re
we should consider. Writers of ports and reading long, tedious
the manual thought it was im chapters. But this isn’t his big
portant.
gest task. He must first find a
There’s an inconsistancy in quiet place to study. The library
Olivet’s regulation. The library is definitely not that place.
Benner Library contains
isn’t open, the tennis courts
and swimming pool are closed, much useful information. In
but food is being prepared and stead of applying this informa
sold in the Red Room. What tion to their studies, many stu
should be changed...the Bible, dents use the library as a so
cial club. While a few students
are busy preparing for tests or
lounge for refuge but are quick
reading
an assignment, concen
ly driven outdoors aga i n «
tration
is
impossible because of
What’s wrong with this re
loud
conversations
all around
cipe? It leaves a bad taste in
them.
students’ mouths. Many eStudying, not playing, should
merge from their rooms much
oe
a students’ motive when en
more ferocious than the or
tering
the resource center.
dinary breakfast grouch. Others
Sitting
at
a table, students push
sleep-walk through the fire
books
aside
and start chatter
drill or ignore it like their early
ing.
Courtesy
and respect are
clock-radio alarm.
not
shown
to
the
fellow student
Testifying to the effects of
who
is
trying
to
study and
this recipe, one student remem
learn.
bers two Chapman Hall fire
Many students think only of en
drills last year. After each he
tertainment
and fun when they
had cases of strep-throati
walk
into
the
library. That is not
Before the campus cooks try
the
place
for
collegiate hi-jinks.
out another fire drill on resi
The
library
is
supposed to pro
dent students, perhaps they
vide
an
atmosphere
in which
should reevaluate the recipe,
students
can
learn
and
study.
making it less bitter. A- quick
Benner
Library
and
Resource
look at the weather forecast
"What ever happened to keeping the Sabbath day
Center is just that, a learning
holy?"
might help. The health office
resource
center. It’s not a build
would probably appreciate bet
ing
for
rap
sessions.
ter timing too.
If rude people talk instead of
study, they should be asked to
be quiet by those who are being
prepared by the "Editing and Q issues, April 18 and May
disturbed the most; other stu
dents. Peer pressure is power
ful.
$>0000000000000

Fire Drills or Ills
By Mark Montgomery "
How can a flu epidemic be
created on campus? Cook up a
fire drill. Here is the recipe:
Pick a clear, cool night and
one or two fresh residence
halls; allow students to slum
ber. Add a group of alert re
sident assistants. Set the tem
perature preferrably at 30-45
degrees and the time at 2 or 3
a.m.
Surprise is the key ingredi
ent. Alarms blare loud and long
while students are herded out
into the cool night air, some still
in pajamas and robes.
R.A.’s scamper through the
halls knocking on doors, check
ing under beds and in closets to
rout out that last reluctant stu
dent. Meanwhile, the rest of
the dorm residents shiver out
side.
Most student sleepers try to
sneak back into the warm

apparently don’t know that in
the TV rooms the majority
rules. If a person wants to re
serve the TV, he or she must
have permission from either the
RA or the RD. Then a sign must
be put in the TV room indica

Distraction
in Library

H
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Wanted: Ride to Denmark

Eliason Chooses to Study Abroad
By Sue Brady
If you think you live far away
from home, think again. For
many students, the only things
that separate them from home
are weekend passes, one or two
tankfuls of gas and several
hours of winding roads, But
John Eliason, ONC junior, has
much more to conquer before
he can drop everything and flee
to his home in Denmark.
The Eliasons live in Copen
hagen, Denmark, where John’s
father is the District Super
intendent of Denmark’s Nazarene churches and Mrs. Eliason
works as a church secretary.
When asked what he misses
most about home, John replied,
'm y two and one-half year old
brother, and having Develop
mental Psychology makes me
miss him even m ore.' He also
added that 'every once in a
while I just miss someone to
speak Danish w ith.'
John is a psychology major
also working for a minor in
theology. He plans to be a
psychologist in Denmark work
ing with various Protestant
denominations in treating seri
ous cases of psychological
illness. Along with that, he
would like to work in a public
institution as a staff psycho
logist.
Many wonder what com
pelled John to study in the
States and more specifically
at Olivet. 'W e do not have any
Christian educational institu
tions after high school in our
country,' is John’s well prac
ticed answer. Although there
are a few Catholic schools,
since his minor is in theology,
he wanted to study in an insti

tution that corresponds with the
Nazarene church.
After his first year at Olivet,
John attended the Nazarene
European Bible College for one
year to study theology, but in
order to continue his studies in
psychology, too, he returned to
Olivet.
'People don’t like to hear
th is,' said John, 'b u t require
ments are much stricter in
European schools than Ameri
can schools. My country re
quires longer educations and a
greater knowledge for your
particular field before you even
qualify for a jo b .'
For example, after John
finished high school, which is
only ten years of schooling as
compared to our twelve, he still
had eleven years of education to
go in order to complete his
psychology degree.
The first three years of col
lege in Denmark are strictly
for general studies and the next
eight years are set aside as
graduate school. 'So young
people don’t have to decide on
their careers until they get to
graduate school,* he said.
John is juggling college
studies and graduate studies
between Olivet and Denmark
and hopes to begin graduate
school this summer. If he is not
accepted, he plans to continue
and obtain his degree from
Olivet.
'American colleges are much
more interesting because they
have realized how to integrate
sports and social activities into
the whole study program,' said
John. 'College isn’t just read
ing books, but is made up of

FELLOWSHIPS
AVAILABLE
Beginning in the Fall Q uarter, 1980, the Departm ent of
Linguistics w ill offer a generous num ber o f fellowships
to qualifying graduate students—which w ill include a
tuition and fee waiver, plus a tax-free stipend o f $1,000
at m inim um . In addition, other kinds o f financial aid
are available to prospective students. For applications
and inform ation, write to:
Andrew Schiller, Head
Departm ent o f Linguistics
University o f Illinois at Chicago Circle
Box 4348
Chicago, IL 60680

IN T E R N A T IO N A L
JEW ELER S
IN C .
Our rings are available in a range of pricing
to fit student budgets.
Olivet alumni
as jeweler.,

678 W. Henry

Kankakee

Junior John Eliason tells of life and school in his
distant home, Copenhagen, Denmark.
country. 'Denmark’s way of
government wouldn’t work in
the U .S.,' said John, 'there are
too many people. *
'The United States has a
more world-wide influence than
Denmark and I think the gov
ernments couldn’t be traded,
but each type works best for
-its own country,' said John.
Denmark has a higher cost
of living than the United States .
When asked about inflation in
his country, John said, 'W e
feel inflation just as much as
you d o .' For example, a pair of
blue jeans can cost anywhere
from $20-$110 depending on
the quality and location of the
purchase. Gas costs approxi
mately $4 a gallon and John
predicts it will keep rising.
'I t is very expensive for the
Nazarene Church to exist in
Denmark. Good church build
ings cost anywhere from
$400,000-5500,000,' said JohnM
John enjoys singing and play
ing the guitar, "but sports,* he
said, 'are one of my major
hobbies and my favorite is

definitely soccer. *
If you were a student from
Denmark with a Spring Break
to contend with, where would
you go? 'Florida!' is John’s
quick reply, and then he adds,
'W e’re going to make it camp
ing all the way and we’re
hoping to keep it cheap all
the way!'
John already has plans for
this summer, since h e 's a dele
gate to the General Assembly
in Kansas City, and looking
forward to the event. Twentyfive members of the Danish
youth group are also coming to
take part in the assembly.
Afterward, John will fill the
role of van driver and tour
guide for the youth group
on a trip to California.
Next time you are upset,
lost and bewildered because
you can’t find a ride home for
the weekend, talk to John. He
probably can’t help you with
your ride situation but he will
show you that Olivet isn’t such
a bad place to call home for
awhile'.

Faculty Featured at All-School Party

The Departm ent o f Linguistics at the University o f
Illinois at Chicago Circle offers work leading to the MA
in theoretical and applied linguistics, including an MA
in TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers o f O ther
Languages).

—Repairing Sizing
—Manufacturing & Remodeling
Jewelry
—Hand Made Special Orders
—Diamond Settings

many parts that create unity
within the student body.'
In Denmark, school is held
during the day only so there is
no dorm life.
Due to the socialist-demo
cratic government in Denmark,
all schooling is free. However,
the country expects to get
something worthwhile back for
their expenses.
Dating in Denmark is a topic
questioned about frequently.
'There is no organized dating
system in my country,* said
John, 'i t ’s more or less con
fusing. If you want to go to an
activity, you may ask a girl but
she will usually pay her own
way. Girls are very much for the
Women’s lib movement.'
The young people in Den
mark are very liberal so it’s
difficult for the Nazarene i
Church to work with them.
'I t ’s really a sacrifice if you
want to go by the doctrine of the
church,' said John, whose
first hand experience with this
came when he served as
Assistant Pastor of a Copen
hagen congregation for several
months during the last fall
semester.
Though Denmark has many
serious social problems, their
crime rate is very low. 'Only
one or two murders are commited each year,* John said,
'an d compared to Chicago,
that’s nothing I '
A major difference between
Denmark and the United
States is the forms of govern
ment. Denmark has a SocialistDemocratic government in
which they choose a chairman
of the Board as President of the

Æ& '■

By Jim Williams
Last Friday, about 250 ONC
students enjoyed (endured?)
a hilarious, if not unusual,
evening at the party sponsored
by ASG in Ludwig cafeteria.
ASG President John Duncan
and Secretary Lydia Salzman
opened the evening with
'A Prof on the Radio' (Dr. Har
low Hopkins, Chairman of Fine
Arts). Then 'D o c' Hopkins
himself took the .stage (with
Mrs. Hopkins accompanying)
for his rendition of the clarinet
solo, 'Always Smaller.' The
title applied to the instrument
itself. As the solo progressed,
'D oc' calmly removed section
after section of the clarinet and
finally ended with the last note
on just the mouthpiece.
Professors Shea and Arm
strong from the Business De
partment were next on the pro
gram with a zany argument
about what they were eating:
candy mints or breath mints?
Lydia Salzman came on the
scene to solve the problem—
they were laxatives! Shea and
Armstrong came back later for
a 'game show' emceed by
John Duncan and starring 'Ted
Lee' and 'Phineas Bresee'.
After two vocal solos by Pat
Duncan (Director of Financial
Aids) the Marx brothers were

IIS

the stars in the movie 'Duck
Soup*. This reporter has never
seen a Marx Brothers film be
fore, and I don’t think too many
other people there had seen one
before either. The film was fine
—if you like constant pande
monium for ninety minutes.
While I’m sure most people
thought it was funny, there was
little time to laugh because of
the nonstop action. The enter
tainment was good, but hilarity
for hilarity’s sake got a little
old by the time the film ended.
All in all, the biggest disap
pointment was the lack of fa
culty involvement. Only three
departments were represented.

¡SSE*
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Come on, Faculty! We know
you’ve got more talent hidden
behind that cloak of academia!
And we also hope that ASG will
continue to sponsor more hap
penings on campus-hopefully
this party was just a warm-up.
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Dr. Harlow Hopkins, John DuncanMProf. Shea and
Prof Armstrong were-part of the entertainment at
the ASG-sponsored party last Friday.
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Student Researchers We Asked You—
Successful
IF DREAMS CAME TRUE...

Several students have been
doing undergraduate chemis
try research lately, and die
fruits of their efforts have now
materialized. Their work has
been accepted for presentation
at the national meeting of the
American Chemical Society.
The student researchers are
Daniel Clark, Karl Heinz,
Patty McCoy, Gay Iilley, and
Cindy Westermann, and their
work entitled, 'Highly Regioand Stereospecific FriedelCrafts Alkylations of Epoxides
Via Transannular Ring Clos
u re ' was directed by Dr.
Stephen Taylor, who will deli
ver the paper in Houston this
March 28th. Additional stu
dent researchers are Kevin

Lilley and Lauren Lashley.
The Research Corporation,
an organization which supports
basic research, awarded a
$12,000 grant to Dr. Taylor
to conduct the research.
Students who participate in
research programs and are able
to publish their results will have
some distinct career advan
tages. They have demonstrated
their ability to solve problems
and think independently. Gra
duate and professional schools
are on the lookout for such
people, and therefore these
students generally gain admis
sion to postgraduate schools
easier.Also, a publication on a
student’s resume will look good
to a potential employer.

By Cindy FranHifi
Spring Break begins tomor
row. Some of us will seek the
sunny beaches while others are
anxiously waiting to return to
that old lumpy mattress and
relax at that place we call home.
But if, for one week, you
could do anything you’ve
wanted to do, by anybody you
wish you could be, or go
anywhere you’ve wanted to go:
what would it be? Well, I asked
this question to a few students Penny Rickey—
at supper one evening, and
'I ’d be Jaqueline Smith (on
here are their ideas for the Charlie’s Angels, I like her
'ultimate spring break.'
brown hair), go to Novascotia,
and water ski. *

*' m
Dino DeRose—

I’d *like to go to Fantasy
Island, attend a college and
take a business class that
offered 90% as an ’A "

Campus Energy
Situation Updated
By C. A. Williams
servation efforts will be less
As prices continue to soar, spectacular, but not less impor
people all over the country are tant.
The next step in the commit
cutting back on energy con
sumption. And according to Dr. tee’s plans is to install moni
Norman Bloom, Chairman of toring devices on the heating
the Energy Conservation Com plant. Consultants from Bailey Lorraine Taylor—
mittee at Olivet, as good stew Meter Company, a subsidiary 'I ’d like to be Carol Kind and
ards, we need to be involved, of Babcock & Wilcox Boiler spend a week on the road
joining others across the nation Company, were called in and doing concerts and end up at
and sharing in the concern for they made recommendations Carnegie Hall.*
on how best to monitor the
energy conservation.
Since this year has been plant. They will be back next
marked as the Year of Energy week to install the instraments,
Conservation at Olivet, Dr. which will tell how much heat
Bloom said that the student is being lost in the smokestack,
attitude is outstanding, show and in the pipes to the various
ing real concern, and coopera buildings on.campus. The gas
tion. As a result of this coopera company will be checking the
tion, and a milder-than-usual boilers to make sure they are
winter, the total fuel consump tuned accurately.
Another' item the committee
tion on campus has dropped 17
percent. This means that in the should be getting next week is
fifth year of a five year energy a set of small thermostatic con
program, Olivet has cut energy trols for the radiators in Burke.
Other ideas are being con
consumption 40 percent.
Since this 40 percent cut sidered, but it takes time, said y y .*
......................... ....
back, it has become increas Dr. Bloom. It is a matter of Ben Garrett—
'B e Dr. Parrott and write a
ingly difficult to cut back fur 'choosing the best way that will
book.'
ther, according to Dr. Bloom. It result in the most savings,' he
is also likely that future con concluded.

v á illr
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BUIJohnson—
'Own a lear jet and have the
money to fly it .'

By Judith Hooter

Lesson 1
The sadness lies
Not in loneliness
The sadness ties
In overcoming loneliness
In taking thatfirst step
Adm itting truth is painful
Step cautiously, not hesitantly
B ut do so slowly
Give love to someone
I t is the only curefo r pity
Give, and destroy your sadness
By making someone joyous
You too, will becomejoyful ({q
A nd live in love,
N ot in pain.
B y Pam Englerth

L o st
I stum ble through a m aze ofloneliness,
A Iways the strong one,
The one who hides her tears.
N o one com forts though I ache within.
N o one holds m e close.
D oes anybody care?
Suddenly I am quietly held against the M aster’s breast.
C om fort he gives to one who needs rest.
Found
I walk a path th a t’s m arked
With H is help I ’ll m ake itp a st the pain.
_ B y Janice Elaine Sarver

•<
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Tammy Carlson
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Venice M cBetts—
'Well if I could be anyone I
wanted to be and do anything I
wanted to do, I’d be the First
Lady and pay off my school
bill.'

Tony Fightmaster—
'W in the championship Base
ball Tournament.'

M ike (Boog) Krueger—
' I ’d, be in sports, like baseball
or football. I know! I’d be
Steve Garvey.'

t

Baby Face
Contest!

Student Poetry Selections
On a page o f flaw less white
runs a line o f black
Depthless in its plotted course
to do what it is asked
To transportflow o f mental
thought
y e t knowing in its game
Tis not he that seals the art
but tis his masters fam e
A n d so in graceful, flawless
state
black dances upon white
Until at last he will rest
and wait till his nextflig h t

1*

Gloria Wickham—
'Learn how to hang glide. '

Answers:
1. Randy Tumblln
2. Daryl Nelson
3. Dave Boyce
4. Steve Short
5. Dave Eaton
6. Barb Cain
7. Jean Marangu
8. Trina Heidrick
9. Prof. Bruce Granger
10. Terry Hodge
11. Kevin Short
12. Mary Reed
13. Dave Means
14. Diane Gamble

C o m p tâ t
Gifts and accessories
FLOWERS—
fresh or silk

Beautiful gowns for bride
and attendants. |

880 N. Fifth
KANKAKEE • 932-7733

‘A Complete Wedding Service”
HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-9 p.m. » S a t 10 a.ni.-5 pm

.
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Heart Belongs to the Farm

Several Academic

Cattle Bred for Show and Income
By Dan Runyon
With the drastic rise in the
cost of gold, Aaron’s golden
calves are not as cheap to pro
duce. However, ONC Senior
Lydia Salzman has been suc
cessful in raising the real breed
of cattle.
Lydia's involvement in rais
ing cattle began on her family’s
farm in Peotone, Illinois, where
her father specialized in dairy
and grain farming.
'I was a ‘daddy's boy,’ ex
plained Lydia. “ I was never in
the kitchen when it came time
to do dishes...I was always out
side with my father as he fed
the cows,” she said.
An older brother who be
longed to the 4-H encouraged
ten-year old Lydia to join the
4-H too.
“ When I was ten years old, I
had this book of die various
breeds of dairy cattle,” said
Lydia.- “ I thought the guernsey
cows were the prettiest, so dad
bought me a guernsey calf that
I picked out. I raised her, and
from that cow, I was able to
raise a small herd.”
Lydia raised 11 cows over the
years. Her first was named
Goldie (pictured below), and
some of her other cows included
Gretchen,
Greta,
Gringo,
Gidget, Heidi, Heather, Holly,
and Hector.

“ I showed my cows for about
nine years at both the 4-H and
county fairs. The showmanship
aspect is very important in jud
ging, since a good part of win
ning is showing,” stated Lydia.

moved to Kankakee. By con
trasting the city life to the coun
try life, Lydia said that there’s
nothing like living on a farm.
She also believes a person
can’t have the freedom they can
have on a farm.

“ Some of the funniest things
happened when the city peo
ple came to the fairs. They al
ways wanted to touch the cows,
and see you milk it. We’d get
huge crowds of people during
the milking time, because they
hadn’t seen a cow being
milked before. Then they’d ask
the craziest questions,” said
Lydia. 'They hardly knew the
head from the tail most of the
time,”
Several awards presented to
Lydia included the Showman
ship Award, which she received
for two years. One year, she
had the distinction in showing
Gretchen, who was the grand
champion over all breeds.
When she started college,
Lydia began to sell her cows for
profit. As expenses and school
bills arose, she reluctantly sold
each one, even though she had
become attached to them.
Earlier this year, she sold her
last heifer for approximately
$900.
Recently

Lydia’s

parents

Lydia Salzman,
ASG Secretary
Lydia is a business admin
istration major, specializing in
management and this year she
has served as the ASG Secre
tary. Her future goals include a
career in corporate marketing
and sales, while working
toward management.
‘T il
probably live in the city when I
graduate, just because of my
major, but my heart belongs to
the farm,” she said.

Departments Offer
Field Practicums
By Donna Ford
In the last issue of the
GLIMMERGLASS, practicums
in journalism and broadcasting
were discussed, along with the
field placement in social wel
fare. In this article, the field
placements in religion, Chris
tian education, and psychology
will be covered.
Each senior majoring in
religion is required to complete
a six-hour field placement in
the last eight weeks of their
final semester. Working with
churches outside the Kankakee
area, a student will complete a
minimum of 240 hours in vari
ous church activities. The
student is under the super
vision of both a religion pro
fessor and the pastor of the
church he is working at.
In this experience, the stu
dent will have an opportunity
to preach, go calling and prac
tice other duties of the pastor.
One student last year had all
pastoral responsibilities while
the pastor was out of town for
a week.
'Olivet is the only Nazarene
school that has such an exten
sive program,' said Prof. Ottis
Sayes, director of the field
placement program.
The Christian Education De
partment has a two-hour practicum for majors and a one-hour
practicum for minors. Students
taking this practicum are re
quired to spend three hours a
week in some type of church
activity, in order to gain the
experience that a Christian
education director might face.
First, the Christian education
student observes, and eventu-

ally he or she is assigned to
some kind of permanent re
sponsibility during the lime of
the practicum. Students usually
work in children’s church,
caravans, or some other area
under the direction of a super
visor.
Senior Charlotte Delhagen is
minoring in Christian educa
tion. Charlotte is working as a
secretary for College Church for
her practicum. 'M y job has
helped me to get a broad per
spective of the church as a
whole;
the
departments,
functions, activities and fi
nance,' said Charlotte.
In the field of psychology, a
five-hour field placement is
offered to seniors majoring in
psychology, in which students
need to work 16 hours a week at
an agency or institution of their
choice. Under the direction of
a psychologist or another pro
fessional the student works as
a staff member, working with
people who have either emo
tional or developmental prob
lems.
Jess Soulia is doing his field
placement at Shapiro Develop
mental Center. Working with a
psychologist in behavior modi
fication, Jess is getting ac
quainted with the several
specialized jobs at the center,
and he also works with a few of
the mildly retarded residents in
counseling situations.
'I ’m finding areas where I
need more understanding and
I’m being motivated into actu
ally applying the things I am
learning,' said Jess, who feels
that a field placement experi
ence is an asset to his edu
cation.

Parrott Anticipates Future
By Christian College News

Proud owner showing one of the prize-winning cows that she raised on her
family’s farm in Peotone.
____________ .

COLLEGE POETRY REVIEW
‘ The NATIONAL POETRY PRESS

announces
The closing date for the submission of manuscripts by College Students is

HOBBY—GIFTS—DECORATIONS'
You make yourself!

A p ril 15th
ANY STUDENT attending either Junior or Senior College is
eligible to submit his verse. There is no limitations as to form
or theme. Shorter works are preferred by the Board of Judges,
because of space limitations.
Each poem must be TYPED or PRINTED on a separate sheet,
and must bear the NAME and PERMANENT HOME ADDRESS
of the student, and THE NAME OF THE COLLEGE and the
ADDRESS of the STUDENT at SCHOOL as well.
Entrants should also submit name of ENGLISH INSTRUCTOR.
MANUSCRIPTS should be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
Box 218

KANKAKEE.il (CCN) —
Dr. Leslie Parrott, president of
Olivet Nazarene College, be
lieves his (and by extension,
other Christian colleges) will
“ benefit from a prosperous,
more conservative decade of
moderate but steady economic
growth” being predicted for
the 1980s by economic fore
casters.
“ If we can stay out of a war in
the Middle East and mount an

effective national energy con
servation program at home,”
he reported to his board of
trustees, “ more young people
from more churches will have
more motivation and more
money to go to college in the
1980s than they have had in the
decade of the 1970s.
“ As a result, there will be
better management of the
college, improved salaries for
faculty and staff, and more pre
dictability in matters relating to
Olivet,” he asserted.

Agoura, Ca. 91301

STUFFED ANIMALS
Paints. Sprays, Brashes
Plaques, Statues, Figurines
MARTIN’S PLASTER CREATIONS
429 South Main
937-5019
Bourbonnais Village Square
Mon. & Fri. 9-9
Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat-., 9-5
Sun. 12-5
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Are In-hours Fair?

Curfew Enforcement Questioned
By Cindy Dalpe
Is in-hour enforcement at Oli
vet fair? Five years ago, fresh
men students had to be in by
11:00 p.m., while the curfew for
upper classmen was midnight
and girls were not allowed to
sign out after in-hours.
Today, the Olivetian Student
Handbook officially states the
in-hours rule as: “ All men and
women
residents-Sunday
through Thursday, 12:00 p.m.
All residents, men and women,
Friday and Saturday-1:00 a.m.;
may have 2:00 a.m. passes by
permission of the Resident
Director. Students may leave
the residence hall after in-hours
when they have a legitimate rea
son, by signing out and signing
back in when they return. Stu
dents may not leave for the pur
pose of dating or meeting with
groups of the opposite sex.
Abuse of this policy will result
in loss of this privilege.”
For girls, in-hours enforce
ment includes room check taken
at the curfew time to see if
everyone is in. If a girl is habit
ually five or ten minutes late, or
late by a greater amount of time
in one incident, then she must
report to her Resident Director.
The R.D. warns her that next
time her in-hours will be re
stricted (no signing out after
hours or using late passes). If
stronger disciplinary measures
are needed, she must report to
Grover Brooks, Associate Dean
of Students.
Guys should be in by in
hours, but no one formally
checks their rooms. If a guy
does come in late, the door per
son is supposed to make sure he
signs in.
Why are in-hours enforce
ment procedures different for
the guys’ and girls’ dorms?
Student opinion varies on this
issue. When asked 'this ques
tion,, a freshman girl was unsure
at first, but then stated that it is
probably for security and safety
reasons. She believes that the
differences are fair and said,
“ It’s for our own good.”
A junior girl gave similar rea
sons for the differences in en
forcement. She said, “ People
are more concerned about the
girls’ safety,”, and “ society,
assumes that guys are more ca
pable of taking care of them
selves in difficult situations.”
She offered a different opinion
on the fairness of the enforce
ment, stating, “ No, I don’t
think it’s fair. It’s not equal
when their rules aren’t enforced
for them.”
Both a sophomore and a
freshman guy agreed that the
safety of girls is the primaryjeason for inconsistent in-hours en
forcement. The sophomore
said, “ Parents trust the school
to take care of their daughters.”
He believes it is right to have
these differences.
The freshman remarked that
if in-hours were enforced for
the guys, “ they would rebel,”
but girls don’t fight “ the sys
tem” . He thinks in-hours
enforcement is fair.
Tradition was cited as a rea
son for the inconsistent in-hours
enforcement by an R.A. for a
guys’ dorm. He stated, “ That’s
the way it’s always been done.”

He believes that parents worry
more about their daughter being
out late than their son. He also
said that guys don’t abuse the
privilege of not having room
check at night. Nevertheless, he
did agree that ‘it’s not really
fair.’
More caution and concern
about girls was the reason given
by a women’s Resident Direc
to r . Strict in-hours enforcement
for girls is something that
“ parents respect...and want
done.” She doesn’t feel that the
enforcement is very inconsis
tent. Attempts are being made
to “ crack down on the guys this
year.” Spot checking is being
done and door R.A.’s now have
to stay up/all night until every
one is in.
An R.D. for a guys’ dorm in
dicated the high crime rate in
Kankakee as justification for
the in-hours enforcement proce
dures. The incidence of attack,
assault, and rape has increased,
and girls need to be protected.
He doesn’t view the enforce
ment as inconsistent and be
lieves it is basically the “ same
operation” for girls and guys.
While the guys don’t have a
reporting system (room check),
they are still expected to come in
by in-hours. “ If a guy consis
tently abuses the midnight rule,
I talk to him about the in
hours,” he added.

women’s residence hall.

Grover Brooks, ' Associate
Dean of Students, expressed the
administration’s views. “ We
feel that there is a need for more
security for girls than for the
guys,”
he
said,
“ girls
appreciate the fact that some
body checks to see that they’re
in. If a girl doesn’t show we be
come concerned.” Parents are
also supportive of this rule and
are glad to know their daughters
are safe, according to Dean
Brooks.
He remembered one particu
lar incident "where some girls
were stranded in Hopkins Park
because their car had broken
down. The area is way out in the
country and there were no tele
phones. When the girls didn’t
come in at the curfew, Dean
Brooks notified the sheriff to
patrol the roads. They eventu
ally found the girls and brought
them safely back to campus.
Stricter in-hours for guys was
discussed last year by the board
of trustees, faculty members,
and students who were also in
volved with the dress code issue.
But no one seemed to think that
it was necessary. Dean Brooks
said that the only difference in
enforcement is that guys aren’t
accounted for physically. They
are still expected to come in by
in-hours.
“ Girls have the idea that guys
come and go as they please.
Actually, few guys go out after
in-hours,” said Dean Brooks.
He noted that guys can lose
their in-hours privilege by con
sistently coming in late. He also
said that girls have the same
freedom to sign out after in
hours as the guys do.
Judging from these opinions,
there* is overwhelming agree-'
ment that strict in-hours for
girls are for safety and security
reasons. There is disagreement,
however, 3s to the fairness of
in-hours enforcement. Some
people advocate stricter in
hours for the guys. Others
believe this is unnecessary. It’s a
seesaw issue, perhaps perfect
balance is impossible.

CANDY SHOPPE
W hat should you do when you have the munchies?
Stop by the Aurora Candy Shoppe in your dorm
for fresh tasty candy. A ll our candy is just 25$.
Try our new Selection:
• Hershey Bars • Whatchamacailits •
• M & M s • Snickers • K it Kats • Reese Cups •

Varsity basketball players were transported across
campus during a "welcome home" rally on March 13
when they returned from Chattanooga.
See story, page 10.

Reagan Campaigns Locally
By John Duncan
On March 15, a group of
Olivet students travelled to
nearby Peotone to see Repub
lican
Presidential
hopeful
Ronald Reagan at the Will
County fairgrounds.
After two hours of music by
the Red Hot Peppers jazz band,
Reagan arrived along with
camera crews from major net
works and a busload of re
porters.
Diving a lengthy speech, he
talked about inflation, criti
cizing Jimmy Carter’s electionyear turn aroung on spending.
' A man who says he enjoys a
cold shower will lie about other
things," said Reagon. He
asserted that
government
causes inflation and only gov
ernment can make it go away.
Reagan criticized Carter’s
reduced budget, which is still

$38 billion greater than last
year. As examples of inflation
ary actions, he cited HEW
especially, stateing that federal
government should leave wel
fare and education to local
agencies.
Also against the windfall
profits tax, Reagan said this
would add to the regualtions
that already decrease out oil
production by one million
barrels per day. He is in favor
of loosening environmental re
strictions concerning coal as
well.
Before
leaving, Reagan
also advocated a military build
up, protection of the family,
and incentives for increased
business activity, including
passage of the Kemp-Roth tax
bill and making interest and
divident income tax-free.

#
John Panozzo
and
FLOW ERS
FO R A LL
O C C A S IO N S
S P E C IA L

YOUR
D IA M O N D
CENTER

TO

C O N S ID E R A T IO N

O L IV E T

STUDENTS

933-3305

MART

COM E4N A N D SEE
OUR FIN E JEW ELRY SELECTION
FINANCING AVAILABLE
515 N. Kinzle

Bradley, IL 60915

932-3022

%

ROUTE 5 0 N
KANKAKEE
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International Grant
Competition Begins
The Institute of International
Education, announced this
month that the official opening
of the 1981-82 competition for
grants for graduate study or
research abroad in academic
fields and for professional
training in the creative and
performing arts is scheduled for
May 1,1980. It is expected that
approximately 519 awards to
50 countries will be available
for the 1981-82 academic year.
The purpose of these grants

Reunion
Planned for
Summer Ministries
The Nazarene Department of
Youth Ministries will be spon
soring a reunion for those in
volved in Summer Ministries
during the past quadrenium,
and for all Lost and Found
groups, during the General NYI
Convention. The banquet will
take place at the President
Hotel on Saturday evening,
June 21, at 5:30 p.m. Rev. Gary
Henecke will be speaking to the
group presenting Discovery
1980.
Those involved in Lost and
Found 1970-1977, Student Mis
sion Corps 1976-77, and all
Youth in Mission participants
1978-79 may contact the De
partment of Youth Ministries,
6401 The Paseo, Kansas City,
MO 64131 for more infor
mation.

According to Recent Law

is to increase mutual under
standing between the people of
thç United States and other
countries through the exchange
of persons, knowledge and
skills. They are provided under
the terms of the Mutual Educa
tional and Cultural Exchange
Act of 1961 (Fulbright-Hays
Act) and by foreign govern
ments, universities, corpora
tions and private donors.
Applicants must be U.S.
citizens at the time of appli
cation, who will generally hold
a bachelor’s degree or its
equivalent before the begin
ning date of the grant and, in
most cases, will be proficient
i n the language of the host
country.
Creative and performing
artists are not required to have
a bachelor’s degree, but- they
must have four years of pro
fessional study or equivalent
experience. Social work appli
cants must have at least two
years of professional experi
ence after the Master of Social
Work degree; candidates in
medicine must have an M.D. at
the time of application.
Application forms and fur
ther information for students
currently enrolled in Olivet
Nazarene College may be ob
tained from the Fulbright Pro
gram Advisor Jim Knight
Registrar, who is -located in
Burke Administration Building.
The deadline for filing appli
cations on this campus is
May 31,1980.

50$ O f f

on a n y s a n d w ic h
w it h

:Offer Good til April 24,1980
Goodfrom 10am to 9pm.
u46 S. Main 1514 E. Court
Boubonnais Kankakee
$83-2874. 932-8350

th is

coupon
Limit one per customer per
visit.

o l k m a r in s
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Create

Princeton,
N.J.—Nearly
40,000 students throughout the
world who took the Graduate
Record Examinations Aptitude
Test on Jan. 12 can now obtain
a copy of the questions used in
that test and a list of the
correct answers.
Although sample tests have
been available for many years,
this is the first time that the
questions and answers of the
GRE have been disclosed im
mediately following the na
tional test administration.
On March 15, the Graduate
Record Examinations Board,
which sponsors the test, re
leased a 40-page booklet con
taining the questions that were
counted toward the actual
scores, a list of correct answers,
instructions for obtaining 'raw*
scores and a table for finding
scaled scores reported for the
test. The booklet also includes a
description of the test and
explanations of the kinds of
questions asked.

To date, less than 250 indi obtain a copy of their answer
viduals from across the nation sheet.
have ordered the material.
The GRE Board decided to
Order forms for the booklet and expand this service. Hence, the
answer sheet were mailed to test questions and correct
all test-takers with their score answers are being made avail
reports in early February.
able to anyone throughout the
The booklet costs $2 per world.
copy, and for $3.50, examinees
A booklet containing the
in the United States and Puerto questions and answers used in
Rico can also obtain a photo the April 26 and April 28 GRE
copy of their answer sheet.
administration will be available
TThie release of test questions to anyone after July 1.
and answer sheets meets the Alfred S. Sussman, chairman
requirements of the New York of the GRE Board and vice
State Admissions Testing Law president for academic affairs
of 1979, which went into effect at the University of Michigan,
Jan. 1. The law requires that said the changes were made
questions and correct answers reluctantly and with concern for
for any standardized test used test quality.
in connection with admission
'After a test is made public,*
procedures to colleges and Sussman exlained, 'it cannot
graduate schools (other than be used again. Therefore, the
specifically exempted achieve number of editions of the
ment tests) be made public Aptitiude Test that can be re
shortly after the test is admini leased is determined by the
stered to students in New York current inventory of these edi
State. Students who take the tions and the rate at which new
test in New York State may also ones can be developed.

Widespread Campaign Collects Bibles
Christian students from cam
puses across the U.S. and Can
ada are asked to contribute sel
dom-used Bibles and New Te
staments to the World Home
Bible League, a South Holland,
Illinois-based organization de
dicated to the task of placing
'a Bible in every Bibleless
hom e.'
The Bibles are requested to
support the League’s Used
Bible Campaign which was
launched in August of last year
and has collected over 200,000
Bibles so far. The Campaign
aims to collect one million used
Bibles and place them through
out the world in the hands of
people who speak English, but
could not otherwise afford to
have a Bible of their own.
Most of the recent requests
for used Bibles have come from

churches in several countries
in Africa and from India.
Nearly 500,000 used Scriptures
could be placed in India within
the year, according to the Rev.
Dennis Mulder, League official.
Although 27 different lan
guages are spoken in this
commonwealth country, Eng
lish is still the language most
often used in trade and educa
tion.
The World Home Bible
League has been involved in the
publication and distribution of
more than 110 million Scrip
tures in the past 40 years. Its
staff and regular volunteer
work force is well-equipped to
handle the tremendous task of
collecting, sorting, and distri
buting as many used Bibles as
Christians are willing to donate.
Churches have donated old

NURSING
GRADUATES

Dream

At g ra d u a tio n a p p ro a c h « *, it Is tim e fonyou to
con sider all th e a d v a n ta g e s for your em ploy
m ent o p p o rtu n ities. In add itio n to the best
b en efits In the Ind ustry, w e can o ffe r you:

■ rn - :

AS

1 j

I M

M

•Choice of clinical specialties
•Guaranteed assignment
• Professional advancement
•Modern equipment and facilities

w m

i s s.

Ü

Plus the g reatest o p p o rtu n ity ol all...to expand
your ed u catio n al and p ro fession al horizons...

V P
; S

For m ore In fo rm atio n ab o u t th is satisfyin g
career o pp ortu nity, c a ll collect:

217/352-4636
_____

A *.

If

Select your diamond with the help of
our trained staff. Be assured you are getting
the quality and value you expect.
Come in and see Richard Kellogg, ONC
representative, for personal help and
attention.
TWO LOCATIONS

I

pew Bibles, and various Chris
tian and civic organizations
have collected used Bibles from
their employees and consti
tuents.
Founded in 1938, the World
Home Bible Leauge now prints
and distributes 12 million
Bibles and Scripture portions a
year in 70 nations and in 167
different languages.
In addition to Bible printing
and distribution, the League
underwrites the production of
the majority of new language
translations of the Bible by
various translation groups.
Used Bibles may be sent di
rectly to World Home Bible
League, 16801 Van Dam Road,
South Holland, Illinois 60473.
For more information, contact
Rev. Dennis Mulder, address
above; 9312) 331-2094.

A ffiliate Offers

Your

Everlasting
...Give her a diamond
from Voikmanns, to
reflect that moment of
a lifetime she’ll never
forget!

*'CANGEW

1872

GRE Questions Made Available

!

Thomas Lea Jr.
200 West Church Street
Champaign, Illinois
61820

Volkmann Bldg. & Meadowview Shopping Center

A •re a l w o , of Uf»

Field Study
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (CCN)—
Point Loma College, whose
campus overlooks the Pacific
Ocean, will offer a 10-week
Field Biology Institute next
summer, providing personal- ized academic instruction in
marine and terrestrial ecology.
Designed for persons inter
ested in an intensive field
approach to environmental
study, the institute will include
a variety of courses either at
the campus here or in Idaho
and Wyoming, in two sessions,
June 26-July 18, and July 21August 29.
Further information is avail
able from: Dr. Ken Hyde,
Director, Held Biology Insti
tute, Biology Department,
Point Loma College, 3900
Lomaland Drive, San Diego,
Calif. 92106.
Telephone 714/222-6474.
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Baseball Eyes Tournament Win

GO-EDITORS: Kenneth Carpenter, Steven Quanstrom.

Tiger Spotlight:

Diane Gamble

Grace College (Winona Lake,
IN), Grand Rapids Baptist,
Mid-America Nazarene, Montreat-Anderson
(Montreat,
NC), Mt. Vernon Nazarene,
Nyack College (Nyack, NY),
Southwestern (Shreveport, LA),
and Taylor University (Upland,

provided by individual teams.
The final night is climaxed by
a mass choir of 200 guys repre
senting every team involved.
The Olivet baseball team will
also be performing at Miami
First Church and Pampano
Beach. 'By performing our
concerts, we feel as though we
can extend our ministry,*
said pitcher Tony Fightmaster.
'I set my personal goals
very high,' said first baseman
A1 Brillhart. 'I just play to the
very best of my ability, but I
intend to bat in the upper
.400’s. This team can really go
far with the support of the
people.'
'Players care about the fan’s
support. Fans just don’t realize
how much they contribute to
the team’s mortde,* said Steve
Auch.
'The basis for our success
will depend on how well we
support one another,' said
Pitcher Jeff Habedank.
Above: Craig 'T u e ” Diliman pitches in Alumni game.
'W e’re going to take one
game at a time though,' added
lot of speed, good defense, and IN).
solid hitting,' he said.
According to Watson, the Coach Watson.
Since we have become an tournament will serve its
upperclass team, a lot more purpose by creating a 'spring
maturity will show through,' training,' atmosphere. 'I t will
added Tiger Co-Captain Jeff be a time in which we can fit
Habedank.
the pieces together,* said
Common goals among the Watson.
-However, it will not be taken
team members include winning
the conference title, obtaining lightly. 'W e’re going to have a
the District 20 Championship, fun time and win the tourna
and entering post season NAIA ment,* said team member,
competition.
Steve Auch, *but if we don’t
As the defending champion, win it will be disappointing.'
'The tournament offers a
Olivet’s baseball club will be
participating in the National tremendous way to start the
Christian College Tournament year spiritually,' said Watson!
during spring break.
During a typical day, early g
The round Robin tourna morning devotions are shared
ment, which will be played at among the union of all teams.
Each evening an evangel______
Boca Raton, Florida, consists
of the following teams: Bethel istic service is conducted by a A bove: Tony Fightmaster
College (South Bend, IN), special speaker, and music is
By Dan Runyon
Olivet’s baseball team is
aiming for the fences; they
intend to go a long way.
'W e will be an exciting team
to w atch,' said Coach Larry
Watson. 'W e are a veteran
ball club, and we’ll utilize a

By Steve Quanstrom
This year, Diane is again out
Because of Diane, the ONC for the softball team, which she
women's softball team is believes is t h e . best team
worth a Gamble. Diane has since she’s been here.
played as shortstop the past two
*We have a lot of depth on
years, and has made a signi the team this year with the
ficant contribution both yearsIW freshmen helping o u t,' Diane
said. 'Coach Patterson is also
an excellent coach. I’ve learned
a lot from h e r.'
Diane’s freshman year, the
team went to state with a 10-3
record, and last year went 16-4
on the season.
Diane’s participation is not
limited to sports, as she is
active in student government.
This year, Diane is Vice-Presi
dent in charge of Social Affairs.
As the Wee-President, she
coordinated the slave sale,
Dan Peek and the Imperials
concert, and was active in pre
paring for the Valentine’s
Banquet.
Re-election is not on Diane’s
Diane is from Taylor, Michi mind, however, whe wants
gan, which is a suburb located to stay active in student govern
southwest of Detroit. She ment, but on a class level.
attended John F. Kennedy *1 might run for senior class
High School, where she not representative,' she said.
only participated in three
Fortunately for the softball
sports, but was also active in team, however, Diane plans to
student government.
remain on the team.
As a sophomore,r Diane
swam on the school swimming w w m s m w m f
team and she also played J.V.
baseball.
As a junior, she played on
the tennis team, and served
as a representative from her
class in the student govern
ment.
During Diane’s senior year
she did not participate in any
sports, however continued her
influence in student govern
ment. She continued to serve as
a class representative and she
was elected president of the
National Honor Society.
As a graduating senior, Above: Varsity and Alumni teams pose for picture after playing doubleheader (story on page 12).
Diane chose to attend Olivet
mainly because of her pastor.
Diane attended Eureka Church
of the Nazarene, whose pastor
at the time, was Reverend A1
Dicer.
Rev. Dicer had a big influ
ence on Diane as a young teen,
located in
and urged her to attend Olivet.
BROADWAY
She thought about attending
8:30to5:00
Monday
Hornsby’s Family Center
either Michigan State or the
8:30 to "5:00
Tuesday
University of Michigan, how
CLOSED
Wed.
ever in the end, Olivet proved
8:30to5:00
Thurs.
more attractive.
8:30 to 7:00
Fri.
Diane has been active
8:30 to 12:00^
Sat.
throughout her college career.
Holidays
CLOSED
As a freshman, she played
shortstop on the softball team
and also was the lead-off
hitter.
Her sophomore year saw
Diane continue in softball. As
a two-year starter, Diane batted
.438, second best on the team.
MEMBER FDIC BRADLEY STATE & SAVINGS BANK
She also played on the basket
ball team.

r New " H E N C E KORNER’
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Tiger Spotlight:
By Ken Carpenter
When Doug Bricker first
walked across the campus of
Olivet Nazarene College, it is
doubtful that many people
viewed him as someone who
would become one of ONC’s
premier athletes.
Hardly physically imposing
at 5 '7 ', 140 pounds, Bricker
may have escaped the eye of
Olivet’s football and basketball
coaches. But when the first day
of baseball practice rolled
around, Coach Larry Watson
eyed the one who was to be
come his centerfielder, leadoff batter and leading hitter.
Bricker, now a junior, was
born in Wilmington, Delaware
and lived there until his sopho
more year in high school. When
his family moved to Plymouth,
Michigan (a suburb of Detroit)
it was too late in the school
year to play on the basehall
team.
The next year, Bricker tried
out for the baseball team at
Plymouth Canton High School,
a perennial powerhouse in the
state of Michigan. Much to his
dismay, he was cut from the
varsity squad.
"The coach told me I could
either quit or play J .V .,' said
Bricker, so he began the year
as third baseman for the junior
varsity. His play improved,
though, and he was moved up
to varsity at mid-season.
That summer he played parks
and recreation baseball in both
Mickey Mantle and Connie
Mack leagues! His Mickey
Mantle team qualified for the
national finals, which were held
in Dayton, Ohio. After beating
teams from Brooklyn, Toledo,
and other cities, they, finished
second in the nation to a team
from Joliet, Illinois.
'T hat was a great summer
for me. Playing in the national
tournament was a big thrill—
trophies, plaques, and every
thing. It was during that sum
mer that I moved out of the
infield and established mvself

Doug Bricker

as an outfielder,* he said.
Bricker hit lead-off his senior
year on the team that was
ranked number one in the state
of Michigan. The team finished
with a record of 23-3 as Bricker
hit .333 and was named second
team all-conference.
’It was an honor to play on
such a great team,* said Dougjg
'M any of the guys are playing
college baseball today, and a
few were drafted by the pros.* Bricker credits most of his
success in baseball to the
coaching and guidance he
received from his father while
growing up. 'M y dad has been
the number one influence in my
life, both spiritually and athletically, * said Bricker.

_
Both of Bricker’s parents
were students at Eastern Naza
rene College, and until his
family moved to Michigan,
Bricker had planned on attend
ing ENC. 'B ut when we moved
to Plymouth, it was only
natural to go to Olivet. I’m glad
it worked out like it d id ,' he
said.
Bricker first met Coach
Watson at Indian Lake, the
Michigan
District
Camp
grounds (Bricker—'The Naza
rene haven for summer vaca
tions').
'I don’t think he was too
impressed with me at first, but
he told me to come to tryouts
*

Easter Basket
Bouquet

EASTER
IS APRIL 6.

S EN D A
BASKETFUL
OF JOY.

Fresh flowers for the joy of
springtime. A decorative egg
for the joy of Easter. All in an
FTD Woven Rattan Handled
Basket. And we can send t(ie
FTD Easter Basket" Bou
quet just about anywhere...
the FTD way. Call or visit us
soon.
Helping you say it right

ANr

FLOWERS, GIFTS
AN D ANTIQUES

2100 EAST M A M ST.
KANKAKEE, A 6 0 *0 1
(SW) 913-2295

Above: Although they’re both on the baseball team,
Jeff Habedank (left) and Steve Auch (right), both
find time to concentrate on football. Habedank and
Auch will be vying for the starting quarterback
position next year.

Lose Heartbreaker

Send our FTD

ßtme

in the fall,* said Bricker.
It wasn’t long before Watson
became impressed. As a fresh
man, Bricker started in centerfield, batted lead-off, and led
the Tigers in hitting with a .333
batting average. He also stole
18 bases—tops on the team.
In his sophomore year, he
raised his batting average to
.345 and stole 20 bases. This
year he would like to hit .350,
steal 24 bases, and hit a homerun. *1 haven’t hit one since
ninth grade,* he said.
Serving his second year as
an R.A. in Chapman Hall,
Bricker sees his job as a good
opportunity to work with peo
ple, and meet the incoming
freshmen each year. In regard
to his tenure as R.A. on fourth
floor Chapman last year, he
said, 'it was a growing experi
ence for me—I’ll say that
much.*
Another
time-consuming
activity for Bricker ('this one I
don’t mind!*) is dating cheer
leading Captain Candy Calas.
Upon graduation, Bricker
plans to use his business
administration major,
and
psychology and economics mi
nors to pursue a career in sales,
with either an airline company
or a major sporting goods
firm.

$ 9 * EAST COURT ST.
K
AMK
KH
.K.2-M
60922
01
<A
M
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AND OCR NEW STORE

449 S. MAIN ST. BOURBONNAIS (VILLAGE SQUARE)
(815) 932-0453

Tigers Fall to Liberty Baptist
By Mark K. Gilroy
sure on them so as to not give points, playing his best game of
Olivet Nazarene College them a wide-open shot.' the season and possible the
This was when Hess went to best of his career. 'H e gave us
came oh so close to derailing
the eventual national cham- . work. He got the ball about 25 everything we could ask for this
pion, Liberty Baptist, in the feet from th e ' hoop and was year,* said Hodge of the 6-5
first round of the NCCAA na fouled by Barr when he went up junior center.
Also in double figures for the
tionals in Chattannoga, Tenn. with what was to be the game’s
final shot. It missed, but the Tigers were Barr and Martin
March 13.
In a seesaw battle that was NCCAA All-American guard with 14 each. Hess led all scor
ers with 32 points.
finer than frog’s hair, the didn’t miss his charity shots.
Corzett led the Tigers with 29
Olivet started the game with
Flames escaped with a 74-73
a flourish, hitting its shots and
verdict when Karl Hess hit two
causing many turnovers with a
free throws with two seconds to
full court press. But too many
play.
'I thought we had it,* Tiger
fouls sent the Flames to the line
too often and accounted for 11
Coach Ralph Hodge said. 'W e
more points than the Tigers got
couldn’t have planned it any
from freebies.
better. It was just human error.
'W e got into foul trouble,'
I can’t fault the guys though,
said Hodge. 'W e were espe
they played their hearts out.'
cially in trouble on the offensive
It was Don Barr that set the
boards. We just didn’t have
stage for Hess’s dramatic free
what we needed on our own
throws. With the Tigers trail
boards.'
ing by one with :09 showing on
"They were just a little flus
the clock, he pulled up and hit a
tered ,' said Daryl Nelson. 'I
jumper that gave the Tigers the
never figured we’d blow them
lead and what seemed to be the
out. They had a tough team.1
icing on a long, hard comeback
We were just shooting really
for Olivet the entire second
well and causing turnovers on
half.
defense.'
They had trailed by six at
The Tigers shot 52 percent
halftime and by as many as 11
Al
Jackson
Above: Senior
from
the field for the game I
early in the second half. It ap
“ hangs it up” after four
peared that the under-dog Ti
They
finish their season at
seasons.
outstanding
ers might bow out of the tour
15-13.
nament without giving Liberty
a real fright, other than an ear
ly 11-point lead in the first half.
But the Tigers kept plugging
AVG
PTS
FT%
REB
FG%
and with 1:30 to play, only a
12.6
354
.498
71
.875
three-point margin separated D. Barr
13.5
377
.541
.710
63
A. Jackson
the teams.
6.6
186
127
.521
.708
'W hen I went up I was really K. Mason
17.0
477
.536
257
.724
nervous,* said Barr of his shot, G. Corzett
12.2
32
.496
150
.721
*1 was just hoping it would go D. Nelson
15.4
431
.535
162
.756
P. Martin
through.'
1.8
41
.366
26
.846
*1 really didn’t think it was K. Peachey
1.7
31
.462
26
.769
going in,'said Gary Corzett. J. Kenser
.4
4
4
.143
.667
'I was just looking for position J. Jaynes.
3.2
54
33
.372
.846
in case it didn’t. When we saw M. Fleming
1.5
14
.444
3
.750
it drop we just hustled back and S. Hasselbring
.9
6
2
.000
.500
were frying to put some pres D. Means

Final Basketball Stats
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Hodge Runs Track Team

Above: Junior Russ Leigh battles off the cold, fatigue
and his fellow teammates to win a practice run. Leigh
is expected to be the strength of the team’s distance
events.

By Dan Runyon
Olivet trackmen are going the
"second mile." Although lack
ing in numbers, there is not a
deficiency in dedication among
the te^ih members.
'Individuals are necessary in
order for a track team to do
well," said Coach Ralph Hodge,
'b u t we only have 14 out for
track. In order for us to be a
good team, we need 20-25
members to cover each event.'
Provision is still being made
for all interested individuals to
join the team. However, the op
portunity exists only for a short
time.
Due to the lack of individuals,
most of the team members are
concentrating on two or three
events. 'The distance and run
ning events appear to be our
strongest points, while our
weight and field events seem

setting some new records in the
triple jump.
Competition should be very
good this season. Main events
will include the Ecumenical and
Eastern Illinois relays, held at
Bloomington and Charleston,
respectively. In each of these
meets, 15 or 20 schools ranging
from Division I to III will be par
ticipating.

Above: Mark Reader (left)
and Russ Leigh condition.
weaker,' commented Hodge.
Key performers who are anti
cipating successful seasons in
clude distance runners Russ
Leigh and Mark Reader, while
Dan Cook is expected to be
strong in the sprints. Dennis
Seymore is looking forward to

The NCCAA meet, held at
Cedarville, Ohio, and the con
ference meet on May 10 at Oli
vet, will also provide excellent
competition.
'Track requires a dedicated
person and hard work. The
guys have been working real
hard, and. their improvement
will depend on their continued
hard work and adjustment to
conditioning,* said Hodge.

Left: Girls softball team
bundles up to practice in
Kankakee weather before
leaving for sunny Florida.
Left: Coach Ralph Hodge
addresses the 1980 edition
of the Tiger track team.

Florida-Bound

Softball Optimistic
By Ralph Stenson
1980 SOFTBALL SCHEDULE
'W e can do it! ' That’s the
March 31- Florida
motto taken on by this year's
April 4
women's Varsity Softball Team
expressing the confidence they
APRIL
have in their ability as a ball
8
Aurora
club. With depth, speed, and a
(12 ( North Central
an excellent blend of seasoned
14
Joliet Jr. College
ballplayers and freshmen, this
15
at KCC
year's team has the soundest
16
Northeastern
winning potential of any wo
17
Judson
men's team in recent history.
18
Elmhurst
And for a team th a t's 26-7 over
21
at St. Francis
the last two years th a t's quite a
22
atI.B.C.
statement.
24
Trinity
Above: Coach Patterson
25
George Williams
Of course, the girl's ulti
adresses the 1980 edition
26
Trinity Christian
mate goal is a state champion
of the ONC girls softball
MAY
ship. But championships are
team.
1-3
State Tournament
won on a day-to-day game-to5
Concordia
game basis.
So right now, the women are
concerned primarily with their
spring tournament in Boca Ra
ton, Fla. These 8 games are
most important as a learning
experience whereby the girls
can play ball under actual game
conditions and function as a
team. Thus, when they return
for the first game of the year on
April 8, they will be rid of any
pre-season jitters and will be
ready to 'g et down to busi
ness'.
The fact that the first two
games the girls play upon re
turning will probably be the
toughest will hopefully be to
their advantage. After that, the
season will definitely still be
demanding, but with their po
tential 'and confidence , state
tournament is a very realistic
goal.

T he Very B est in
CONTEMPORARY
CHRISTIAN
MUSIC

The girl’s schedule is a vig
orous one, as they play 11
games in two weeks. The depth
on the team will prove to be a
valuable asset in this two-week
period.
'
v

“TH E BIG S A N D W IC H ”

V fa d e e r
BEST DEALS IN TOW N'
ON THE BEST EATIN’ALL AROUND.
448 S. Main, Bourbonnais
1515 W. Court, Kankakee
575 S. Schuyler, Kankakee

TWO BIG ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES $1.99
Good at all participating
Hardee’s. Please present this
coupon before ordering. One
coupon per customer, please.
In the state of Illinois, customer
must pay any sales and use tax
on the fall retail value of food
product received. 1This coupon
not good in combination with
any other offers.
Good through April 24,1980
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Tradition Begun
On Saturday, March 22, a
baseball tradition was begun at
Olivet as an alumni team played
the varsity team in a doubleheader.
M em bers of the alumni team
each donated money to the
Tiger baseball budget. Coach
Larry W atson said the money
would help fianance to te am ’s
trip to Florida.
The varsity won both games
by scores of 10-3 and 8-5.
"It was a fun tim e, good p re
paration for the gam es down
south, and it really helped our
budget. I hope it becomes an
annual affair," said W atson.

Inside

Inframurals:

Spring

Edition

enough teams, then these new "that student involvement is
By Lori Cobb and Carol Gray
The coming of spring not only events should work out well, coming along much better.
brings the anticipation of long but we need people," said Participation has increased
awaited trips to the State Park, Coach Ken Richardson. Activi 20% on all activities due to the
frisbee throwing in the quad, ties repeated from last year are fact that we have cut down on
cutting classes and romantic men and women’s singles and the large variety of events and
moonlight walks, but a variety co-ed doubles in tennis, bad- have concentrated on those
that seem to be more popular."
of spring intramurals to choose mitton, and men’s softball.
If you’re wondering why
from as well.
Some of the things Coach
Not only will the intramurals there doesn’t seem to be many
Richardson
would like to try
women’s
intramurals
offered
that were offered last year be
to
increase
student
involvement
except
for
tennis,
it
is
because
Above: Freshman Rod Carpenter displays the form
available, but there will be a
that could earn him one of the top spots on the team.
few additional activities. These of the lack of response from the are the monthly intramural
include men’s and co-ed golf, girls, according to Coach Rich newsletters and individual
men’s weight lifting and agility ardson. Many seem to show trophies and awards.
Spring intramurals are now
(which will be held for one night interest but fail to follow
only) and a co-ed track team through and sign up. Past in ¿ie final stages of organi. worked either by team compe experience proves that al azation but will be getting
tition or class competition. though women’s intramurals underway immediately follow
These new events will be strict show litte response, co-ed ing spring break. Those inter
ested will have the opportunity
"Experience, dedication, tal with the number of players ly trial and error. 'I f enought events seldom suffer.
to
sign up at that time.
Coach
Richardson
feels
people
sign
up
to
make
up
ent, and hard work makes us an trying out for next year’s
excellent team," said Olivet squad. Thirteen players are
competing for six varsity posi
Tigers Coach Surre.
The squad leaves Saturday tions and one or two extra
for Nashville, Tennessee where positions.
Early
practice
sessions
they will compete in four
matches while staying at Tre- indicate that seniors Rob Grider
and Wayne Shumaker will once
vecca Nazarene College.
The Tigers open their season again be the strength of the
Monday against Vanderbuilt team. Posing a threat to their
University. On Tuesday, they positions, however, is freshman
play Austin-Peay, Wednesday Rod Carpenter. Returning letBelmont, and on Thursday they termen Ken Carpenter and
Mark Gilroy will occupy spots
go against Trevecca. *
The team will return to Olivet on the team, and the main
on Friday, and on Saturday, contenders for the sixth var
April 5, ¿ley begin conference sity position are Don Meyer and
play at Rockford College. Jack Griner. Also in conten
Their first home match, to be tion are Jimmy Dearlove, Jeff
played on the new tennis courts Lilenthal, and John Hirsch.
Grider and Shumaker will
is Wednesday, April 9 at 2:00
once again form the number
against Trinity College.
Expectations for the tennis one doubles team. The Car
team are high this year, and the penter brothers will form ano
squad has showed a determined ther doubles team, and Gilroy
attitude by practicing first for and Meyer will probably team
two weeks at the Kankakee up together.
As defending NIIC champs,
Above: Tracy Erickson, Bill Jones, Gary Corzett, Tony Harris, Quin Dickey,
Racquet Club from 6:15 to
the
1980 tennis team is hoping
7:15 a.m. They practice now in
and Dwight Milliken await the start of spring intramurals.
the afternoons when the to repeat as conference
weather is suitable, and in the champs, win the NAIA District
20 tournament and qualify for
evenings when it isn’t.
Coach Surre is encouraged the NAIA national finals in
Kansas City at the end of the
season.

T ennesse-Bound

Tennis Team Prepares
foi Southern Trip

o m

COUPON
M 00 O F F A N Y
l a r g e o r x -l a r g e p iz z a

Expires May 30,1980

DALE’S PIZZA
4 0 4 N . K ennedy - B radley

PHONE 9 3 2 -3 2 3 2

Above: Rod Carpenter

GOsi
S lf f iC
IT T O

Good from 10am to 9pm daily.
Meatball,
Sausage,
646S.Main
Sub Special,
Bourbonnais
Pastrami,
933-2874
Turkey or
Ham Snack,
Small Drink and Bag of
1514 E. Court
Chips for $1.50 with this
Kankakee
coupon.
932-8350
Offer Good til April 24, 1980

